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Three Ireland (Hutchison) Limited Limited/Three Ireland Services (Hutchison) Limited Three Prepay 

Scheduled Top-Up Credit Promotion 2019.  

The following Terms and Conditions for the Scheduled Top-Up Credit Promotion are in addition to 

the Smallprint Guide terms for Three Ireland (Hutchison) Limited customers or General Terms for 

Three Ireland Services (Hutchison) Limited (“Three”). Your right to avail of the Promotion (Eligibility) 

is exclusively as per text message sent by Three from 50202 or email sent by Three from 

three@email.three.ie. This notice declares that the entitlement is personal to the notified customer 

and may only be used in respect of the qualifying Three mobile number, under this Promotion you 

will receive a reward credit of €10 (“Reward Credit) when you top up by €20 using the Eligible Top 

Up Method in three consecutive months within a six month period commencing from the date on 

which you receive the text message or email from Three (“Eligibility Period”), subject to a maximum 

of €30 Reward Credit. 

A maximum of €30 (3x€10) Reward Credit is available per customer, provided the customer tops up 

using scheduled top-up only (Eligible Top Up Method) for €20 in one go, for three months in a row, 

within the Eligibility Period. In availing of this promotion customers are not entitled to any separate 

promotion or offer from Three.  

 Eligibility is dependent on the date the credit is added to your account and not the date that any 

scheduled top-up is set-up. 

Reward Credit will expire as it is used but if it is not used it will be expired 30 days after the date it is 

allocated to you.  

Reward credit of €10 will be applied in the first week of the month following your most recent 

Eligible Top Up. For example, if you top-up by €20 using the Eligible Top up Method between 1st–30th 

April 2019, your Reward Credit will be applied in the first week of May 2019. Credit application is 

subject to you not moving service provider (whether porting your number or not) at any time during 

the Promotion Period and should you do so your eligibility will lapse immediately. In the unlikely 

event of service issues being experienced your Reward Credit may be applied later than the advised 

period.  

Reward Credit will not satisfy minimum top up requirements for other offers. You will start to use 

your Reward Credit once it is allocated to your balance and you will continue to use your Reward 

Credit when you use Three services. Three reserves the right to modify these Terms and Conditions 

or discontinue this Promotion Offer (or any part of it) for valid commercial technical or operational 

reasons, subject to reasonable notice being provided. 
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